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Warranty (Supply Only)

 Mitrex Solar Facade

This document contains the terms and conditions of Mitrex Inc.’s limited 
warranty for commercial/industrial solar cladding products sold by Mitrex 
Inc. The warranty applies to the original purchaser and subsequent owners 
of the installation location.

 25 Year Limited Product Warranty

1. The product warranty is effective from the date of installation or 90 days 
after delivery.

2. Mitrex warrants that its products are free from substantial defects in 
manufacturing and workmanship for 25 years from the effective date.

3. If any product is determined to have a manufacturing defect during 
the warranty period, Mitrex will repair or replace the defective product 
at its discretion, without cost to the customer, to restore the system’s 
functionality.

4. Mitrex covers labor and material costs for repairing or replacing 
defective products to restore the Mitrex System’s functionality. Non-
product materials from other companies are not included. Mitrex is 
not responsible for aesthetic concerns, costs related to non-product 
failures, or warranty-related work. Non-products used in the Mitrex 
System are not covered by Mitrex’s warranties, whether purchased 
directly or not.

 25 Year Limited Energy Performance Warranty

5. The warranty for product performance is effective from the date of 
installation or 90 days after delivery.

6. Mitrex warrants that the products will maintain a certain level of 
performance for 25 years, with power output requirements for each 
year.

• During the first year, Mitrex warrants the actual power output of the 
products will be no less than 97% of the labeled power output.
• From year 2 to year 25, the actual annual power decline will be no 
more than 0.7%; by the end of year 25, the actual power output will 
be no less than 80% of the labeled power output.
• The actual power output of the products shall be determined 
for verification using Standard Testing Conditions only. The actual 
power output measurement shall be either carried out by a Mitrex 
facility or by a Mitrex recognized third-party testing institute. Testing 
equipment uncertainty will be applied to all actual power output 
measurements.
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 Conditions and Exclusions

7. Mitrex has no obligation under the warranty until fully paid for all 
installation services, supplies and materials.

8. The Contractor hired by the Customer to install the Mitrex 
System should meet Mitrex’s registration requirements. 
However, Mitrex does not assume responsibility or warranty 
the Contractor’s workmanship in installing any component of 
the Mitrex System.

9. Coverage under the limited warranty is excluded or 
terminated if the system is not installed in accordance with 
Mitrex’s installation specifications, if the products have been 
subject to negligence or damage, if repairs were made without 
authorization, or if other specified conditions and exclusions 
apply.

10. Mitrex may modify or discontinue products without 
notice. Mitrex’s obligation under limited warranties is to 
provide similar quality products. Mitrex is not liable for color 
variations in replacement materials due to product changes 
or weathering. These limited warranties are the exclusive 
remedies for valid claims and do not cover regular wear or 
aesthetic conditions.

11. Products that have been manufactured by third party 
manufacturers and supplied by Mitrex along with its products 
to integrate the Mitrex System are covered under the warranty 
of the third-party manufacturers.

 Return Policy

12. The customer must inspect all components of the Mitrex System upon 
receipt and report any defects prior to installation. Concealed defects 
must be reported immediately upon discovery.

13. Mitrex can refine, replace, or repair non-conforming 
products at their cost. If original components are unavailable, 
substitutes or refunds of equal value are provided. Warranty 
period for refinished or replaced panels matches the original 
product. Refunds may be offered if issues cannot be resolved.

 Remedies

14. Mitrex will not accept any return of products without Mitrex’s prior 
written authorization to the customer. If authorized, Mitrex will cover 
reasonable transportation costs for returning the products and 
shipping repaired or replacement products to the original installation 
location. If Mitrex opts for repair as the remedy, Mitrex shall cover 
reasonable material and labor costs related to the repair.

15. The Customer is responsible for the costs of removing, installing, 
and/or reinstalling the products, including fees, taxes, and duties 
related to electronic waste disposal regulations, unless otherwise 
agreed in writing by Mitrex. Mitrex will not cover costs imposed by 
new regulations or pay for fees, taxes, or duties on the implemented 
remedies or the products. Repair or replacement does not extend the 
warranty period but is based on the remaining warranty of the affected 
products. 

16. Mitrex may provide a similar product as a replacement if the affected 
products are discontinued or unavailable. The Customer must dispose 
of the products according to local electronic waste regulations at their 
own expense. Replaced products should not be sold, reworked, or 
reused without Mitrex’s explicit authorization.
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 Limited Transferability

17. The Limited Warranty can be transferred once by the original Customer, 
subject to Mitrex’s consent. The Customer must provide written notice 
to Mitrex at least 30 days prior to the transfer, pay the transfer fee, and 
have the Transferee sign Mitrex’s Acknowledgement and Assumption 
Agreement. After the transfer, the Limited Warranty becomes non-
transferable, but all other terms remain unchanged. The Transferee 
must fulfill the Customer’s obligations under the Limited Warranty.

 Customer Responsibilities

18. To make a claim, the customer must notify Mitrex in writing within 30 
days of discovering a potential defect. Failure to report potentially 
warranted defects within 30 days upon discovery shall render the 
limited warranty null and void.

 Claim Process

19.  To make a claim covered by the limited warranties, the Customer must 
promptly submit a written claim with supporting information including 
but not limited to description of the claimed defect, associated serial 
numbers, purchase invoices, and proofs to Mitrex at the specified 
address within the applicable warranty periods.

Mitrex Inc.

41 Racine Road, Etobicoke, ON M9W 2Z4

Email: warranty@mitrex.com

Phone Number: +1 416-497-7120

Mitrex may request additional verification of the Customer’s claim at their 
discretion. The Customer must allow Mitrex to inspect the defect either 
remotely or at the Building location for further verification.

 Warranty Assignment

20. The limited warranty can be transferred to a new party who takes legal 
title to the products.

 Dispute Resolution

21. Any disputes related to warranty claims will be resolved according to 
the governing law clauses and dispute resolution procedures in the 
purchase agreement.

 Severability

22. If any part or provision of the warranty is held invalid, the remaining 
parts and provisions will still be valid.

 Disclaimers

23. The limited warranties exclude all other express or implied warranties, 
and Mitrex disclaims liability for any damage or injury resulting from the 
products’ use.

 Limitation of Liability

24. Mitrex disclaims responsibility for any loss, injury, or damages related to 
the products, and its liability is limited to the purchase price paid for the 
product in the case of a warranty claim.

Note

The warranty may be subject to changes without notice. Professional 
installation and handling are required, and safety instructions should be 
followed. Mitrex’s website contains a list of products covered by the warranty.


